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Membership: Finally in Matlock 
 
 Finally after the Covid-19 postponement the long awaited Derbyshire weekend was going to happen, after the 
18 month wait would it be worth the wait? 
 With the Itinerary being sent out on Monday by Alfa Male the day after Mr X face an inquisition enquiries by 
Mother & Lemming about what was instore for the Hash, most of the Pack were tin Matlock well before the advertised 
17:13Hrs Start time of catching a Train down to Matlock Bath for the Friday Pub Crawl.  In fact some like Paxo where 
there on Thursday evening, so excited was one early bird that before he set off he loaded his bike in to his car but 
was (easily) distracted by a phone call, which meant he left his newly repaired front wheel bicycle behind in (Little) 
Great Amwell! 

Mr X was surprised that TBT OBE was driving & taking a bike, for only a day before he received a TXT 
message asking if, he & My Lil’ were getting the Train?  As TBT OBE claimed he didn’t want to drive to the venue, 
there was no further conversation as Mr X waited to be asked what times his Trains were. 

On their way to Matlock, the Train Mr X & My Lil’ was on stopped at Ambergate where Max Factor & Alfa Male 
boarded the Train, Max Factor was niftier than Digger as she was soon sporting My Lil’s Peaky Blinders Cap!  He was 
given it back before the Saturday Hares they alighted at Whatstandswell. 

Mr X & My Lil’ were found supping Ales in the Remarkable Hare by the passing No Eye Deer & 
Whatevershesays, just on the corner of the dead-end bit of road leading to the Riverbank Hotel, as soon as it reached 
16:00Hrs they all checked in & were ready for the short walk down to Matlock Station, a nice place that is also home 
to the Peak Line preservation Line, which runs from the opposite platform & has a distinctive small Rhubarb &Custard 
coloured waiting room & a series of old gas lampposts. 
 With the Pack setting off on the Train, those who had been there the day before reckoned that the Hash could 
walk the way there but why would you do that rather than spend £1.40 on keeping the Trains running [Use or you’ll 
lose it! – Ed]  The Pack arrived at in Matlock Bath, a nice little station that has a distinct Tudor or Elizabethan look to 
the buildings. [Before someone points out, I know Trains were invented in either of those eras! – Ed] 

Mr X had done his homework via Whatpub (CAMRA App) & he knew the first Pub was the Midland Hotel was 
at the end of the Station drive, then all the rest of the Pubs were on western side of the single strip of South Parade.  
He also knew which Pubs over the weekend would offer CAMRA discounts. 
 It was a good start with a nice selection of Ales on offer, there was room for the Pack to all sit at one end, 
soon making themselves comfortable, here Max Factor & Alfa Male would soon discover Mother’s love of Limes as 
others pulled faces like it was a Gurning Contest as the story was retold for the umpteenth time. 

To take his mind off of this, Wanktlers handed out a couple of pressies to Mr X, one being a Gala Shiels mini 
rugby ball, this was soon being passed around the Pub, though the line-outs weren’t the best! 

It was noticed by the RA that No Eye Deer, Whatevershesays, Paxo, Zing-a-long-a-max & TBT OBE were late 
on Parade, TBT OBE’s temporary absence was understandable as earlier that Friday he had been out on a ‘hired 
bike’ ride around the Matlock area.   

So, Mr X asked the Landlady if he could pinch a stick of chalk, she obliged & he could now mark a CHK 
outside of each Pub, these in turn would then have an arrow added to them to show the late comers whether the Pack 
were still there or had moved on to allow the late comers could catch up. 
 Time to move on, once over the bend in the road, those who have never been here before were surprised to 
see that this Victorian Spa ‘resort’ was like a coastal promenade but having the River Derwent & a sheer cliff of rock to 
the east side & not the sea.  In every other respect it was like being ‘Sur le Mer’ with a range of Pubs, Amusements 
Arcades, Takeaways & Chip Shops dotted along the western side.  



 The next stop was a mere 100 Yards down, they had to 
pass the Victorian Hydro, as well as the first of the many Chippies 
that line the way. The Pack were soon inside & enjoying a nice pint 
of Porter, Lemming was now being scrutinized as we all know of 
his love of & past imbibing demise with Plum Porter! [Luckily for 
Lemming, he was at the bottom of the sheer cliff face opposite & 
not at the top! – Ed]   

A look around at the décor & it was soon noticed that there 
was a framed ‘Old Bank Peaky Blinders’ Poster up on the wall, it 
was the iconic shot of Tommy Shelby with the cap just covering his 
eyes.  So, cue those with Peaky Blinders H3 caps to get their 
picture taken beneath it! 

The Rose Cottage was next on the list, no more than 180 
Yards around the sweeping bend in the road, as it matches the 
course of the river Derwent, here the Pack sat outside the front of 
the old stone Pub to enjoy the table service in the warm evening, it 
was also the ideal opportunity to pop next door to one of the Fish 
Bars.  Zing-along-a-max now made an appearance at this venue. 

On the way to the next Pub, Mother would demonstrate 
her love of Ice Cream, or was she overcome by alcohol? As she 
was spotted having a lick at the large fibre-glass Ice-cream cone 
outside one takeaway!  While Canny Cant & Lemming seemed to have perchance for chips as they both groped the 
nearby ‘packet of chips man’ [Takes all sorts! – Ed] 

Passing Harry Halls Amusements as well as the closed Toad & Tails Bar, it was less than 200 Yards further to 
reach the final of the four open Pubs, the Fishpond is located opposite ‘The Grand Pavilion’ over by the River 
Derwent.  The Pack found themselves in the right Pub & at the right end of town, things would get even better as a 
Dou would be playing later on. 
 TBT OBE arrived a bit later, as did No Eye Deer & Whatevershesays.  Suddenly there was some kind of 
debate going on at one table as to where Nottingham lies in relevance to where the Hash were now? 
Whatevershesays now revealed his ‘Superhero alter ego’ of Compass-man to quash any queries on that subject as 
he pointed to the south by southeast!   

It’s pretty easy to work out, get our own ‘Uncle Albert’ of TBT OBE to draw it out for you on a chart, follow the 
Derwent sou-sou-eastward for 21 Miles to where it joins the Trent & then turn left for 9.5 Miles, subtract 10 degrees 
difference from the original SSE 135° to give you a direction of SbSE (South by Southeast)!  [Simples! Ed] or take a 
ride with Tent Packer & take a peek at his Binnacle! [Steady Pebbledash, it’s the place that houses a ship’s compass! 
– Ed] 

The Musicians arrived & were soon tuning up, they were two guitarist each had a rhythm box [No Pebbledash! 
– Ed] so one could play guitar while the other did the percussion on the box.  It was now an ideal opportunity for Mr X 
to give the heads up on a few ‘Hash Classics’ with “I am gonna be (500 Miles)” having an extra special mention & if it 
could be played just before the Hash had to set off for the 23:02 Train, the duo agreed that they’d play this. [If only 
they knew what they were letting themselves in for! – Ed] 
 Plenty of good Ales, a Porter & a Stout which went down well, then the duo start & almost immediately this 
combination saw Hashers on the dance floor!  The locals seemed to enjoy the company of the Hash, especially the 
‘Golden Girls’ who must have been ‘heavily under the influence’ as they made a bee-line for Lemming, who protest he 
was happily married to a Limey! 

Milf, Wanktlers, Mr X also got up on the dance-floor, it wasn’t long before they were literally on the floor as two 
lines formed to perform the Gap Band’s ‘Oops upside your head’.  The evening had turned in to a scream, there was 
plenty of dancing to keep the Hash busy with some great tunes, including some pogoing thanks to Lemming. 

Mr X bought the duo a drink, he thought it was the least that they deserved as he knew what was coming up! 
Needless to say that by the end of the evening for the Hash, about twenty to the hour, before they had to depart for 
the Train, the duo had earnt their drinks by playing the Proclaimer’s biggest hit.   

Two distinctive chords in & the Hash now all swamped the dance floor to shout out the lyrics & jump around to 
“I’m gonna be” & for Herts the evening ended in Matlock Bath with a rousing Cheer! 
 While Zing-a-long-a-max wait for a lift from his friend, the rest walked back to the Tudor looking Train Station 
& the short journey back to Matlock, on the way Whatevershesays could continue showing his ability to be a ‘human 
compass’ & pointed out which way Nottingham lies.  Back at Matlock a few broke off for one last drink of the evening. 

 An early start was in order to catch the 09:13 Train, at morning breakfast the 
enjoyable night before was discussed, before attention was brought around to 
heading off to purchase the day’s Train Tickets, then one swat  mentioned they had 
already purchased his rail tickets on-line, which was a good idea worth bragging 
about in front of the RA! 
 At Matlock Station Mr X had worked out how to get the tickets out of the 
machine, he helped others to order theirs, also some seemed bewildered by the fact 
we were getting off at one station & then returning from another one. Then TBT 
OBE arrived & went through the same procedure to buy a return, he didn’t have a 
pre-booked order code which puzzled the RA?  It tuned out that TBT OBE had 
forgotten to bring the card he had ordered the tickets on, so he couldn’t get the 

machine to print them out.  He then had to order a new set of return tickets & claim the unused one’s back later! 



A short ride down to Whatstandswell, on the way Nottingham was discussed again & where it lay in 
relationship to the Hash at the time [I feel a Hash Weekend coming up in Nottingham? – Ed] anyhow, Mr X mentioned 
that it was said that there use to be ‘two women for every man in Nottingham’ but Whatevershesyas poo-poohed this 
as a myth.  Ten minutes passed by & as the Train approached Whatstandswell TBT OBE, who was sitting in the 
group of Mr X, Whatevershesays, Paxo & My Lil, suddenly piped up with “Doesn’t Nottingham have two women for 
every man?  “Was that an Echo or a Parrot?” Asked Mr X. 

 It may have been true after World War I about Nottingham but it has now balanced out to the national 
average, if you want to go somewhere that has more women to men then Wandsworth is your place, followed by 
Hackney!  To be PC -  if you want more men than women ratio then you have to go to Rutland (I kid you not!) followed 
by Arygll & Bute! 

However, Nottingham does have a Goose Fair & its famous for Lace, as Wanktlers, who once lived there, 
pointed out was made by Machines.  Thankfully the Train arrived before we got onto Brian Clough & Football! 

The Hash alighted to find Milf, Kylie, Max Factor & Alfa Male were waiting there, all resplendent in their 
EWSH3 Jackets.  Alfa Male admitted that he was not at his best, seems the night before had taken its toll as he isn’t 
used to drinking after Lock-down. 

Comments went around on the fact that there was no Mrs Mallet or Tent Packer on the Train, the Hash were 
confused as to whether they were driving to Whatstandswell or somewhere else on the Trail?  Where they sailing 
down the nearby disused Cromford Canal?  The Hares were as bamboozled with their nascence as the rest. 

Apparently Whatstandswell’s name is derived from Walter Stonewell, whom in bygone times held ‘Covenant’ 
in the house next door to the old stone bridge, [Sounds like a good name for an RA? – Ed] the village is mention in 
DH Lawrence’s Sons & Lovers! [Not that any of us read that kind of Racy stuff about a semi biographical story of 
Oedipus complex?  The Trash is good enough – Ed] 
 After a while waiting for the missing couple, the Hares both agreed the Pack should set off, with Alfa being the 
Hare near the front & Max Factor sweeping up the rest.  Alfa came out with a description of the Trail that was nothing 
more than a work of fiction, there would be a steep start for a couple of Kilometres, which brought puzzled looks from 
those over 60!  Then the Trail would level out to be more like the Hertfordshire landscape!  He finally added that Max 
Factor would sweep the Trail so no one wandered into another County! 

Alfa then directed the pack up over the Rhubarb & Custard painted (The nickname for East Midlands Railway 
Maroon & Cream Colours) Victorian cast-iron footbridge to the eastern side of the tracks, where once over the ornate 
metal work on the rail bridge a CHK was found.   

My Lil’ was happy to be far enough away from the start for the first CHK of the Trail between the two bridges.  
He was soon up stone steps on to the stone footbridge, which spans the Cromford Canal below, his search was to be 
futile as he would be called back by those who had made their way down the ramp for the canal towpath. 

While Paxo & Mr X picked up Dust on the towpaths nor-nor-west direction, Gen & Tonic was sent along the 
towpath in the opposite direction, with Canny Cant doing his husbandly duties & keeping her company on this Short 
Cut.   Whatevershesays was correct to mention that the Canal was built to transport goods from Arkwright’s Mill, he 
who invented the Spinning Frame, powered by the water of the Derwent. 

For the Main Trail there would be a 180 Yard trot along the nice flat canal, which is obviously not used \& 
doesn’t flow anywhere as its surface was completely carpeted with pea-green Duck-weed.  It does have only 
navigable in sections but not here, there is a Working Group who are attempting to restore it all to its former glory. 

A CHK was located by a road bridge over the canal, the Trail was found to be On! over the canal & then on to 
the narrow lane of Robin Hood Road, as it runs up into Oxhay Wood, the Hare was now concerned as parts of the 
Trail markings were missing, kicked out by some tossers who didn’t realise that the scrapes could be seen & give 
away the route. 

It wasn’t too far in to the woodland on this lane before the Trail peeled off at an acute angle, to head up the 
steep south-easterly footpath up inside the wooded embankment.  A quick zig-zag in the route, where the Hash were 
nearly joined by a young Scottie Dog, who’s owner said he has “Soft lugs’ when you call him!” then she picked him up 
to take him away. 

A steady climb of 390 Yards rose around 120 feet in height as the Pack were led on out by the local 
allotments on the footpath that comes in to Crich Carr, a CHK was found on the edge of the narrow village street of 
small cottages made of local Derbyshire Stone.   

Zing-along-a-max & Milf now began to get away from the rest, as the climb now became steeper up 
Hindersitch Lane, some 17° as it was steeper then the lane which had a road sign warning of “15° & to use low 
gears!”  The Trail peeled off through a stone-walled snicket of about 60 Yards in length, this came out onto The 
Green, where another CHK was found, Dust could be clearly seen & some wondered if perhaps the Trail was now 
going to be left alone? 

Wanktlers, Mr X & then My Lil’ caught up with Milf at the CHK after she went wrong, Mr X carried on along the 
horseshoe shaped road to find a set of stone steps at the dead-end of this short arm, the steep set of stone steps led 
up to the aptly name Top Road. 

Here there was a small path of ferns surrounding the stone area in the wall, which was a water culvert with an 
open section, here there was an old kitchen pot, Mr X wondered if someone had been panning for gold?  It was 
probably the equivalent of the village well? 

Some stopped to get their breath as the Trail continued upward, now taking to more steps that lead from 
behind the last of the stone cottages & up into the wooded section to the top of Bent Hill [Ooh err pebbledash! – Ed], a 
CHK on the way at a crossing of paths was soon dispatched as the FRBs continued north-eastward, a total of some 
150 Feet was in just 160 Yards!   

On the way there were a couple of stone stiles to squeeze through, Lemming & Mother made comments on 
certain people may need to step to one side if they couldn’t squeeze their carcasses through the narrow gap!!  



However Lemming did have some sensible comments, that weren’t fatist, on how the dry-stone wall had survived for 
so many years, probably hundreds, he added that there isn’t much we make now days that would last as long & could 
be enjoyed by future generations. 

Thankfully a Held CHK was found when the FRBs staggered out of the wood at the top of the hill, it was 
located at a wishbone in the path’s route to the northeast.  For Mr X & My Lil’ there was time for a celebratory Beer in 
scaling the heights, as they asked for some of Sherpa Wanktler’s Supplies he had hauled along for his local Tempest 
Brewery, which claims to be ranked 92nd in the top 100! 

The Pack began to regroup, with the Hare.  The likes of Milf, Zing-a-long-a-max, Lemming, Mother, Mr X, My 
Lil’, Wanktlers were all now waiting for the rest to arrive.  No Eye Deer, Whatevershesays & Paxo then emerged from 
the wood.  As they came up to the regroup, No Eye Deer was impressed that Wanktlers had carried the cans of beer 
all the way up in his backpack. 

A civilian came running up & wondered what was going on as the Hash were getting ready for a Photoshoot, 
some with Beer Cans in hand!  Milf explained the Hash, adding that Max Factor & Alfa Male are thinking of setting up 
an Amber Valley Hash House Harriers!  She also added that there were some of the Pack still further behind & yet to 
arrive at this regroup. 

The kind lady went to take a picture of the group, then to her surprise more of the Pack arrived, with Kylie 
taking a picture from back into the wood before Sludge, TBT OBE & then Tent Packer appeared with a jubilant looking 
other Hare, who was happy to have rounded the rest up, so the Civilian kindly offered to take more pictures. 

The RA question Sludge on where he had been, for he was at the front of the Pack earlier on, the RA 
suspected that Sludge had gone off Trail, as he tends to, in an effort to try & out-think the Hare, Sludge denied this.  
Tent Packer now explained that the satnav in his boat had taken himself & Mrs Mallet to the wrong place, he had 
finally found Whatstandswell & then set up the satnav for Mrs Mallet to drive to the ‘Food Stop’ on the Trail.   

Once breath was regained & everyone was acclimatized to the altitude, the Pack were allowed to search 
again, now on the plateau of the farm land things looked a little easier to run.  Paxo led the way on the right-hand fork, 
while Mr X chose the left, the RA would fare better as the Dust was found running along the footpath he was on until it 
reached another twin stone obelisk stile to squeeze through in the dry-stone wall. 

With a can of Stout in hand [Add your own fatist joke here…                                                             ] Mr X was 
now passed by the Keenies & those who had Short Cut across from the wrong option.  The majority were keen on 
heading northward on a nice wide farm track from a CHK just over the stone wall.  Mr X was happy to search further 
eastward & he picked up the Trail again as it led along through another field, then out on to a CHK on the other side of 
further stone obstacle, here he chose the northeast route in the field to the west of Crich. 

For quite a while the most dominant structure to be seen for miles is the Sherwood Foresters & Derbyshire 
Regimental Memorial, this encouraged Mr X to take to this direction & sure enough he picked up Trail as it led beside 
a farm & out on to Plaistow Green Road at Crich & onto a CHK there.  You’d hardly be surprised to learn that the 
name Crich derives from the Old Englsh ‘Cruc’ meaning Hill. [Sure it’s not F*cking great Hill? – Ed] 

My Lil’ was tempted to head around toward the Cliff Inn [Why, it was far too early to open? – Ed] Lemmng 
headed the same way as he wanted to see his name up in Lights!  Meanwhile the less vain Mr X wanted to look at the 
Crich Tramway Museum in the opposite direction, since Tent Packer had told him all about its existence further back 
on the Trail.  Dust was spotted up toward the Museum, & as Mr X crossed the road he spotted a discarded plastic 
glove already for an excited Kylie to use, Milf add that he just needed the tissues! 

The museum was open but unfortunately there was not enough time to stop, shame as they have a fully 
working Victorian Red Brick Pub there, the Red Lion, which originally stood opposite the Potteries Electric Traction 
Tramway Depot in Stoke-on-Trent.  It was demolished in the early 1970’s but the facade was carefully taken down 
brick by brick by members of the Tramway Society using as many original materials as possible reopened in 2002 at a 
cost of £500,000. The Pub has Dummy Handpumps in the Bar, as all the Local scoured Ales are served by Gravity 

Also worth a visit is to see the trams & a distinctive Tardis like Blue Police Box amongst the old stone 
buildings decorated with authentic period signage.  Sadly Wanktlers couldn’t visit the Olde Fashioned Sweet Shop to 
see if you could grabs his ‘Soor Plums’! [Steady there Pebbledash! – Dating back to 1337, they’re sour green boiled 
sweets about a Scots Victory over an English raiding Party, who were killed after caught easting unripe plums! It is 
alos the Galashiels Motto– Ed] 

The Hash were encouraged to move along after a photo was taken, except for Kylie who couldn’t move 
[We’ve all bene in that kind of situation eh chaps? – Ed] as he recorded a Tram coming in to the stop.  Not so 
hindered & with a normal gait were Wanktlers, Mr X & My Lil’ who led the way around Plaistow Green (Not the London 
One) & on to a slightly overgrown tarmac footpath off of the bend in the road, no doubt this was put in for safety 
reasons?   

The Hash were soon led through the iron gates to the well-kept green drive leading up to the magnificent 
stone edifice of the ‘Sherwood Foresters’ & the Worcestershire and Sherwood Foresters, & the Mercian Regiment’s 
Monument.  In the weekend itinerary, the Hare had already asked the Pack to bring 50 pence (Thirty Bob in Old 
Money) pieces along for a donation, but being the Hash & not used to herding cats, Alfa failed to get half of the Pack 
to bring any change.  Mr X & others of the Hash without ‘Soft Lugs’ subbed them out, even though it was a voluntary 
donation. 

In the corner of the green space before the tower, over by the smaller stone Millennium Beacon, where three 
men could be seen sheltering under a small gazebo & they had an erection over there [Steady Pebbledash! – Ed] of a 
radio-ham aerial.  Mr X wondered if they were talking to Tony Hancock [Those under 60 should ask Sludge about the 
late comedian Tony Hancock! – Ed]     

As ever the Hash is always respectful at such places, considering how the Hash was & those with close links 
to the forces.  Wanktlers pointed out that the last name on the wall of the fallen was Afghanistan 2019, kind of makes 
you think about it after the balls up of a withdrawal!   



Anyhow, the first ones to the stone tower climbed up the small stone steps, then scaled the last few large 
blocks at the top end to emerge out into the top observation area.  Sadly there was low cloud & mist around the area 
this morning, which meant no one couldn’t point out ‘the bright-lights’ of Nottingham from this vantage point, we just 
had to rely on Whatevershesay’s sense of direction, as Mr X recited his childhood memories of “You can see France 
on a Good day!” from his holidays in Kent! 

Even though it was rather dull, it was still a fairly good view from the Grade II listed stone Beacon Tower, 
which was adorned with Sword of Sacrifice, & regimental insignia.  The original Tower was a wooden one built in 1760 
to celebrate King George III’s accession to the throne but it fell in to decay & was demolished within 25 years. 

A lime Stone tower was constructed in 1788, it became the site of a crowd gathering to celebrate the end of 
the Crimean War, with one war veteran of the Derbyshire Regiment being taken up there in an adapted chair, as he 
had lost a leg at Alma.  This 95th Derbyshire regiment would merge with the 45th Nottinghamshire Regiment to form 
the Sherwood Foresters. 

Again the Tower fell in to disrepair as working on the nearby quarry caused a landslide which made it unsafe.  
A new one was to be built in a safer location by the relation of the original builder, also named Francis Hurt, but the 
First World War stopped the construction.  In 1922 it was agreed that there should be one memorial for the 
Nottingham & Derbyshire Regiments with this site at Crich being chosen. 

Talking of the views prompted the conversation to be on the UK’s National Parks, Mr X said that he thought it 
was the Peak District to get that designation?  Sure enough the Peak District was made the UK’s first National Park 
1951.  Looking at the three Regimental Flags, there was also some querying from Whatevershesays when Mr X 
claimed that Denmark has the World’s oldest, continuously used, National flag. [Guess what comes up when you 
research this? Yep, Denmark! – Ed] 

Once those who wanted to, scaled the up the limestone erection [Whoa Pebbledash! – Ed] it was time to 
move on again & Alfa Male led the way to make sure the Hash followed part of the Trail back along the tarmac path 
inside the hedge of Plaistow Green, keeping off of as much of the bend in the lane as possible.  There was a sharp 
hairpin turn on to the lane for a few yards before squeezing through more stone pillars of a stile, to take to a footpath 
heading sou-sou-east through a couple of fallow fields on a path which like a few around these part is littered with old 
stones in its route to avoid tripping over. 

Tent Packer & Sludge were found loitering at a wooden gate, there a CHK was found by a footpath into Crich, 
the RA encourage them to check it out, just as On! was called from behind a Farm Yard off of the Cromford Road.  
Beyond this farm it was On! the footpath between two of the three large burial grounds for St Mary’s Church, the 
second of which was more like a wildlife sanctuary with tall grass & shrubs for animals to live & shelter in. 

On passing, it was noticed on one ancient gravestone that the guys surname was Kneebone, no laughing at 
that from those who were now aching a little after the steep climbs earlier!  The Trail left the unkempt graveyard to 
turn southward & then westward on the curving lane to find a CHK by the rounded stone Churchyard wall at the 
crossroads with the Cromford Road. 

Sludge chose to search to the north, while Tent packer was looking down the side street, there was no calls 
until eventually they came back & joined the rest on searching sou-sou-east until reaching Browns Hill roundabout, 
where the Trail tuned due south on a steep downhill trot, along the way the Old Black Swan could be seen.  The lights 
were on but when My Lil’ went over to see if it was open he soon spotted the board that announced it was a Noon 
opening time today! 

Disgruntled, Lemming, Mother, Tent Packer, Sludge, My Lil’, Mr X all continued to the area of the old Market 
Place, which just resembles a triangular car park.  A CHK was found by a Bus Shelter but when the search resumed 
Lemming threw a spanner in the works as he called out “On Flour!” as he scanned the area by the back of the Loaf 
Bakery, here there was a sizable spillage of the flour they were using to make bread with!  After this Red Lemming 
Herring, both Lemming & Mr X searched to the further south but no Dust was found. 

“On!” was finally called, back for the Market Place where the rest were found to be making their way down 
Billing Lane, the centre road of a tree like estate with short branch roads off of it.  After 300 Yards at the T junction for 
the last two side roads, the Trail took to a footpath that led further southward, now it was a nice flat run on a footpath 
over the green fields behind the homes, a hedge offered shelter on the left before the Trail passed through a gap 
where the tree-line curved westward, then after 100 Yards the Dust led out on to the edge of the bend in Sandy Lane. 

A very short trot along the road away from the Village to be turned on to the due south on to Chadwick Nick 
Lane, after almost 300 Yards the FRBs reached a Held CHK, which was welcomed by most, even more so when a 
box of Maynards Wine Gums were offered around!   

It was noted how Milf & No Eye Deer became a little competitive as Max Factor shouted back to them 
“There’s only one left!” & waved the box [No Pebbledash! – Ed] suddenly there was a foot race under way, My Lil’ 
bemoaned “Who said the Hash is not competitive?  There were plenty of sweets left in the box. 

As the Back Markers made it to the Held CHK, they could see that My Lil’ was now some way off of the CHK 
point, he was slowly inching his way down from the flattened metal gate in the corner of the bend in the lane, Mr X 
only picked his way through the metal rungs, but he didn’t go too far, just enough to avoid the short steep drop to the 
footpath out through the crop fields to the southwest. 

Now, some of the naughtier ones in the pack, naming no names [Paxo! – Ed] gathered support that everyone 
else should all start going up the lane on the Falsie & call “On!” which would force My Lil’ to come back to the CHK, 
but all he did was stop in his tracks & looked back until Mr X turned back to get down on the footpath.  

All the way over the crop fields to Crich Chase Woods, the larger expanse of trees on this side of the Amber 
Valley, but again the Trail seemed to have been kicked out, & yet again the interference with the Trail marking was 
clear to see for My Lil’ & Mr X who now led the way into Bowmer Rough, the route was fairly level as these two 
passed by a bloke out walking his noisy barking pooches. 



The Trail now left The Bowmer Rough section of the woodland & was soon in to the Bilberry Wood, another 
section of the greater Crich Woodland.  Mr X now noticed that the Trail was now noticeable, as he reached a CHK in 
Bilberry Wood.  Was the dog walker behind them responsible for kicking out the Trail? 

The Two FRBs both opted to keep to the wider path within the broadleaf woodland as it began to weave its 
way back down in to the main wood again, but at a CHK that seemed to be almost on the edge of the small bit of 
civilization, glimpses of which could be seen in the distance through the trees, this way caught out My Lil’ as he 
headed down toward the canal as it passes through Ambergate. 

Mr X fared better as he headed eastward on a not so well walked route, when I say fared better he had to 
avoid the Shiggy being kept wet from the hillside springs, as well as ducking under fallen tree boughs at the same 
time, then clambering over other fallen trees before he came out onto the open space where a wide manmade track 
heads below Smiths Rough. 

Wanktlers now caught up as the Trail turned from east to north, rising up the eastern side of the wooded 
rough.  Mr X pointed out that there was an Ice cream tub filled with Blackberries an old boy was out picking, saying to 
Wanktlers “Look what that kindly old Gent has picked for you!” but Wanktlers wasn’t going to fall for that & run on by. 

Mother & Lemming would also make up the lost ground on Mr X & My Lil’ as the Hare allowed them to 
descend a southbound Falsie from a CHK at the Y shaped split in the path.  Mr X hobbled back to find the Sludge was 
also back with the FRBs as Wanktlers called “On!” from the right-hand fork in the top of the Y. 

It was up hill again, but until it reached the next CHK, only two option here, north or south?  Well the southern 
path down toward the large National Grid site in Ambergate paid off but only a hundred yards or so & the Trail came 
on top another CHK point.  Straight Down to the south, or turn off to the northeast & head along the top of the former 
quarry land that is now being prepared for housing. 

Mr X went wrong again, at least My Lil’ & Sludge were a way behind him as “On!” was called back up on the 
high fenced off pile driven edge of a steep drop down to the former works, the double fenced off route had an old 
tarmac footpath that was slightly overgrown & not very flat.  No one fell over any of the pot holes & lumps in the 
tarmac where the established trees roots had forced their way through. 

It was 355 Yards along the top of the Quarry, then the Trail turned southward, keeping the Hash away from 
the fenced-off Canal Boat Inn, which this scribe has since learnt is home to the Bad Bunny Brewery, who produced a 
good looking 6% Stout!   Instead the Hash would be taken a short way down Bullbridge Hill to pick up the Cromford 
Canal once again, it was a bit lumpy & bumpy in places as the towpath curved with the canal’s route under the canopy 
of a tree lined area by the first section of new-builds that have already been erected & now occupied. 

After crossing Drovers Way, the Pack would now take to a long footbridge over the river Amber to descend 
through the next section of woodland, as the Trail descend a flight wood shuttered steps cut on to the copse floor 
there was a small stump that Mr X caught with his foot, though he didn’t fall, it was enough to twist one of his old 
‘plate’s of meat’ to wrench his knee! 

Straight after the descent the Hash was then presented with the sight of more steps, these one being metal & 
rising up high enough to reach the span over the Train Line from Derby to Sheffield, then it was back down to reach 
the A610 Ripley Road.   

After a mad dash, for some a hobble, over the busy main road another climb lay ahead, but this as short, very 
short up a wooded embankment & what was at the top of this?  Another section of the Cromford Canal!  It still had no 
movement & was a green as Whatevershesays’s face in the cable-car up to the Heights of Abraham the day before? 

The towpath CHK was already marked by the time Mr X reached this spot & about 50 yards ahead he could 
Alfa Male & the FRBs to the east as the canal runs behind the back of the single row of homes on the southern edge 
of the road at Sawmills.   

After almost 400 Yards the Trail would pass under an old bridge, but when the RA arrived here Milf & others 
wanted to play ‘Pooh Sticks’ then a few small sticks began to be tossed over the parapet of the stone bridge in the 
direction of the RA as he made his way around the round ramp & up to the Bridge ten over to a CHK point by the drive 
to Lockwood Haulage. 

Sludge & My Lil’ went wrong here as they headed eastward to search a footpath through a strip of woodland, 
instead it was down to Wanktlers to find the Trail, due south up through what looks like a Farm yard & out into the 
farm fields beyond.  Mr X had now caught up & wondered how far it was to the first Pub Stop?  News was not good as 
the others said a couple they met earlier, who out walking their dog, said it was a couple of miles (& that was a couple 
of miles back) & now on this second encounter with the pooch walkers they reckoned it was still about two miles to go! 

Ahead lay a patchwork of green fields in an undulating valley, in the distance a White Windmill could be seen, 
at least now in there were a couple of gates set in the hedges to walk through, these would last as it was soon back to 
dry-stone walls, the Hash were now hauling themselves up through narrow gaps in these stone obelisks.   

Mr X had caught up with Wanktlers & was soon asking if any ‘Rations’ could be broken out?  Wanktlers 
confirmed that there were & he broke out another beer.  When My Lil’ & Sludge caught up more rations were handed 
out!  Only three cans lasted to the end as the day was now hotting up as the clouds burnt off as the sun came out! 

The were no CHKs through the next few fields as it changed direction slightly & moved on near to the 
Windmill, near to which were a series of small enclosed paddocks for the Hash to cross before they reach an alleyway 
into Heage.  The Trail turned south-eastward along School lane to come out at a large Junction where they were 
greeted by the sad sight of a former Pub that has been converted in to private dwellings. A CHK was located here. 

The Trail was found heading down the hill on the new road beside the old Tenter Lane, named after the 
cleaning of wool on Tenterhooks, which was hung between the Tenters (Posts) in a Fulling Mill.  On the way down 
empty beer cans could be placed in a waste bin, also noticed was the Flanders Court signage & Post box set in a 
wall.   

After 200 Yards the Trail reached the bottom of the hill, but now there was the dodgy bend to negotiate to 
reach the Black Boy Pub, the first of the Beer Stops.  There was some relief when entering the Pub, as an automated 



voice announced “Normal temperature! Please enter!” from a temperature scanner, all very sci-fi!  As the Pack settled 
in for a quick pint, they found Canny Cant was already there, & that he had left Gen & Tonic at the Spanker [Yes the 
second Pub was called the Spanker Inn & everyone there was pleased that Pebbledash was not about! – Ed] 

Mother & Lemming decided that they need salted crisps, even though Max Factor told those gathered that 
there was crisps & sandwiches at the Spanker, they needed to top up their salt levels!  Milf was soon on the phone & 
it now transpired that TBT OBE had now ‘Officially Retired from the Hash Trail’ & was now laying in a field way back, 
so she was going to pick up her car from the ‘Kids’ place & drive back to pick him up! 

While the lovely pint went down well, there was no rush as Max Factor said that even though we were late for 
lunch, “The amount of money you guys will put behind the bar will easily make up for that!”   

Canny Cant brought up the subject of the name of the Pub, how long would it keep its name for, as just 
recently one of the 70 Pubs called the Black Boy changed its name to keep the PC brigade at bay, maybe it should be 
called the Snowflake? –Ed] though it could have got its name from Mining or one of the nick-names for Charles II - the 
fact that he had dark skin & black hair, there Royalist could show their support for the King while he was in exile. Its 
now called the Shinfield Arms, owners Greede King may have thought it necessary as they have already apologised 
for part of their family being involved with plantations. 

Finally it was time to move on, lots of groans from those who legs were seizing up. 
Alfa Male said that the Hash had to retrace their steps back up the hill to the last CHK & then turn left, 

perhaps it was the overworking of Hash legs that had zapped oxygen from alcohol addled brains but it sounded very 
complicated.  He ran thought it again, but Canny Cant said he knew the way!  

 Fresh air seemed to clear the minds as the Pack retraced their steps up to School Lane, then another 800 
Yards on the road that dropped down Dungley Hill & rose up to become Brook Street in the west of the village, Canny 
Cant was still at the forefront as the Hash passed by a playing field to reach the start of Spanker Lane.  Now the Pack 
made their way from Heage & down in to Nether Heage [Careful Pebbledash as it was the Pub where we would eat! – 
Ed] but the Nether bit was not wasted on those passing by the sign.  Ahead was the magnificent sight of The Spanker 
Inn! 

Already ensconced in the Pub was Gen & Tonic.  Paxo & TBT OBE were also present but Mrs Mallet was 
nowhere to be seen & it turned out that she was now in the City of Derby!  
Which confused Tent Packer, who asked her on the phone how she ended up 
there?  The reply of “The satnav took me there!” which must have left Tent 
Packer wondering how good his Mercedes system is?  Perhaps it can’t 
differentiate between rivers, canals & roads??  

The Hash were seated in the small lower Bar, a meeting place for a 
famous local Folk Musician Tom McConville.  Here the tables had large bowls 
of crisps on them, & to one side was a table covered in trays of sandwiches & 
a large stainless steel bowl that was filled with hot Chips. 

 Before “Women & Kids first!” was called out, Hoover Kylie pre-
emoted this & sneaked a few before the shout-out.  The RA laughed as those 
who made a grab for the chips were soon cussing then blowing on scorched 
fingers.  A plate of sandwiches & chips were set aside for Mrs Mallet (just in 
case), as Tent Packer was back on the phone to his better half, lots of road 
names were mentioned & after a while Mrs Mallet managed to steer her way 
to the Spanker, much to the relief of Tent Packer!   

There was plenty of food to go around, which was handy for those 
making their way from the left-hand hand-pump to the last one of the Six on 
the right!  When Mr X hobbled up to get his round in, he glance behind the bar 
to see that they had Old Mout Cider, & there was a Water Melon & Lime 
version, he couldn’t resist purchasing one of these for Mother! [Seems Mr X is 
going in the same doghouse way as Lemming? – Ed] Mother didn’t seem too 
enamoured with it, well not if looking at the face she pulled was anything to go 
by? 

The Landlord popped in & was asked to explain how the Spanker 
gets its name? Well, there are a couple of versions, one being to do with a Greyhound that a previous Landlord 
placed a large wager on, whether the dog was called Spanker, or the use of it being a slang word of ‘Spanker’ to beat 
or thrash the opposition, it’s not clear, but the Landlord of the time changed the Pubs name.   

The aptly named Paul & Cheryl Brew said that the Brewery wanted to change the name before their arrival, 
but he said he wouldn’t take the pub on if they did! [Thankfully he stuck by his guns & this unique name is still around! 
– Ed] Paul added that there was also a Spanker Sail, TBT OBE was asked about this but in his sailing knowledge he 
had never heard of it & he poo-poohed the idea.   

[However, once t’internet was queried later on, it turns out that a Spanker is a ‘gaff-rigged fore-and-aft’ sail on 
a square rigged ship that is normally set from the aft most mast, so being at the arse-end of the ship it gets the name 
Spanker, its often called a driver as well] 

The talk then changed to Hash Names, once the Landlord had found out that Helen & Matt were known to the 
Hash as Max Factor & Alfa Male!  Milf explained that she didn’t originally know what the acronym of hers meant, 
which she got when her son introduced her to the Hash & he didn’t want her name Milf & Cookies!  TBT OBE as he 
looked like the Late Tim Brooke-Taylor & now has an OBE (Old Bald Head) Max & Alfa explained theirs, as did Mr X, 
then we had Lemming & Mother, Mother explained that her ‘nerd-name’ is Theresa & she has to have the patience of 
a Saint to live with Lemming.  Mr X thought that it was because she wraps a tea-towel around her head?  The 



Landlord decided to leave the back room.  Which was lucky for him as Tent Packer was just beginning another of his 
Hasherdabery Sales Pitches!   

Again Tent Packer managed to sell a few T-Shirts that he didn’t flog before, but he did have one special Shirt 
& he was going to present this both Mother & Lemming as he said “You two are my best customers!” 

There was plenty of hilarity as Lemming & Mother both squeezed in to the XXXL shirt, if it wasn’t large 
enough before, it certainly was after these two had worn it.  Tent Packer was tried to clear his stock Max Factor ended 
up with the large Shirt, she would later adapt this to make it look much classier.  [Potential contestant for the Great 
British Sowing Bee? – Ed] 

The conversation turned to the accommodation back in Matlock, TBT OBE complained that his ‘beauty sleep’ 
was disturbed by his roomie, Wanktlers, who was up 21 times during the night.  Mr X joked when said that he did get 
up at all in the night, but you should see the sheets on his bed!  But he wasn’t kidding when he said that he found a 
guzunda* under his cabinet, that too wasn’t used. *A Chamber Pot that guzunda the bed! 

As the alcohol kicked in & so did Lemmings comments, he was not alone in thinking that if Max & Alfa do start 
a Hash in this area, the Spanker would be an ideal place to hold R*n number one from, but the Name Amber Valley 
Hash House Harriers wouldn’t roll off of the tongue as well as Spanker Hash, Max wasn’t for changing, even though 
Lemming wouldn’t let it lie! 

Max Factor was now trying to get everyone to finish nibbling, there was plenty of food left but that would go on 
to the Circle later.  The reason why Max was eager was to get a slice of the home made sponge that was to follow.  
Alfa Male cut this up & when we all got a slice it turned out to be a lovely cake. [Perhaps we have also have contender 
for the Great British Bake Off? – Ed] 

It came around to time to move on to Chez Max Factor et Alfa Male, where the Circle would take place.  
When Mr X arrived he said that he couldn’t believe that these two had upped sticks to leave Harlow for a place with a 
nice Garden that has a view over rolling green hills & a beautiful Windmill in the distance, not to mention that it has 
half a dozen decent breweries nearby?  However, there was a similarity between their new place & Harlow, an outside 
toilet! [Enough said, we have a joint run coming up with Essex in the New Year! – Ed] 

Alfa had brought out the mini kegs of Dancing Duck 
Ales, a local brewery. ‘Ay Up’ was for Down-Downs, with ‘Dark 
Drake’ & ‘Gold’ for drinking.  Whatevershesays voiced his 
concerned when the RA, began to open all three of the mini-
kegs, these only contain 5 Litres, which calculates in to 8.7 
Pints in Proper Money, or 26 Pints in total for all 3 Kegs.  Kylie 
wondered why My Lil’ wasn’t opening the ales as he is still the 
Beermaster & he didn’t have the Sacred Book with him! 

Up to date Trashes handed out, but the book remained 
back at the accommodation, now the conversation then turned 
the fact that as Mr X & Wanktlers had chalked a Trail in Matlock 
Bath to all the Pubs on Friday, this should count as a Trail, it 
was agreed it would & Mr X said that he would now have to 
adjust all the Run Number by one on the Hareline!  Here was no 
sympathy from the Circle as he was told that he shouldn’t have 
voted for it then, not that if he hadn’t raised an arm would have 
made a blind bit of difference in a majority vote that was carried. 

The Pack were also entertained by Max & Alfa’s  
neighbours, one of whom was up on his extension’s roof, 

sorting out the new slates, it seemed he wasn’t getting much done as he listened to the stories that were going around 
the Pack as they sat in a circle.  He was invited for a drink, but he declined as he was ‘busy’.  The neighbour was 
soon back to work as Lemming asked Mother for permission to show off his part of their matching Ink, he then turned 
& bared his butt to show the tattoo of a Kingfisher that he has on one cheek!   The RA reckoned that the tattoo looks 
more like Woody Woodpecker! 

The RA finally got around to the Down-Down, which would use up the last of the Ales, yes there was no need 
for Whatevershesays to have panicked about Ale being left over.  It’s a long list & some may be omitted [The Scribe 
doesn’t have time to concoct this drivel & then proof read it, perhaps he should send it on to those who have the time 
to do that, & who derive great joy in pointing out any such mistokes, then get them to print it out – Ed] 

The Hares were reward for setting the (Long) Trail in a scenic part of the Country, we certainly saw a lot of it. 
Hits from Friday’s misdemeanours: Whatevershesays was out for his negative critique of going up in the cable car to 
the ‘Heights of Abraham’ which was hardly unbiased when you are not so keen on heights!  

Of course it had to come around to the Hasher who never stops giving (if you are an RA at a loss) & TBT OBE 
was called forward, firstly for txting the RA to see if he was getting the Train, as TBT OBE didn’t want to drive, but 
there was no follow up when the RA confirmed he was on the Train. Then TBE OBE drove up, bringing most of his 
bike that only had a rear wheel, so he had to hire a Bike!  For ordering his rail tickets on-line but then not bringing the 
correct card he had used for the booking so he couldn’t get them printed out & he had to pay again! as well as 
‘retiring’ mid Trail from the Hash & having to be picked up by Milf. 

Zing-a-long-a-max, who went to the loo on Friday at the Fishpond & then had to go to another venue for a bit 
after he discovered that there no loo paper in Trap 1!  However, Zing-a-long-a-max wasn’t going to down all of his half 
& instead he was going to waste the remaining beer as he threw it all over the RA as he walked back to the Beer 
Table, there was a loud (appreciative) roar from the Circle as the RA got a soaking. 

Back to Saturday’s Down-Downs, Mrs Mallet would join Mother & Lemming in the Circle, for the RA said that 
she probably had Derby County Ram tattooed on herself after going there earlier in the day, as a nice reminder. 



Wanktlers was out for being our very own Sherpa Tenzing & carrying the Tempest Brewery Beers up the 
summits of Derbyshire.  Mr X himself was not immune as he was called out for letting one rip in the Fishpool on Friday 
& clearing the dance floor, he was also out again with Wanktlers for being a Hare on Friday night.  My Lil’ was out for 
being the most useless Beer Master & leaving the RA to pour all of the Ales. 

Canny Cant received his deserved reward for bragging in the Black Boy about how he had been to the 
Spanker earlier, but the down-fall was bragging how Gen & Tonic walked along with him on the nice flat, level towpath 
of the Cromford Canal, while the rest were struggling up high Hill & down steep inclines!  Kylie was out for filming 
‘Tram Porn’ back at the Museum.   

Time to move on, while Milf & Kylie were staying behind to enjoy the hot-tub at their accommodation, Mr X, 
My Lil’, Mother, Lemming & Wanktlers all moved on, the Trail was marked all the way from Shop Lane & kept the 
same road almost all the way back to Ambergate Station, Alfa Male then added that those who wanted to go to the 
Beer/Cider/Cocktail Festival at the Hurt Arms should turn off before the Station & cross the ridiculously busy road 
junction. 
 It would take another good mile or more before they reached the Pub, however those who weren’t getting the 
Train straight back did take a wrong move but made it via the slightly longer route along the road to the A620, instead 
of cutting through the end of a bit of woodland.  Still they had to get over the junction under the railway bridge, Mr X 
was lucky as he called out to an approaching lorry-driver “Beer Festival!” & pointed to the sign, the Lorry Driver slowed 
up to let him cross unhindered by the rest of the traffic! 

 All five managed to get across safely, but things seemed a 
little quiet, too quiet, as they walked to the event area it soon 
became clear that there was no one around taking entrance 
fees, in fact there was not many people about at all!  In the tent 
all of the Ales had gone, all that was left was a small bar selling 
an unknown German Lager! 
So, it was back into the Pub its self, where there was still a 
decent selection of Ales on tap, so they decided to have few 
jars there & sit in the side garden so they could enjoy the 
confusion of the traffic at the junction. 
 With the Train time approaching, it was time to move on over 
to Ambergate Station, they found that there was no reason to 
have rushed as an announcement said that the Train was 
delayed, this allowed Lemming time to go off down the platform 
& bore chat to a couple of locals.  The Train arrived & back to 
Matlock the stragglers went, but by now Lemming was in need 
of feeding. 
 While Wanktlers went off to the accommodation, Mr X, 
Mother, Lemming & My Lil’ set off to find food, the latter two 
were wanting to have either Indian or Pizza, after a stagger 
around & finding several restaurants were fully booked, they all 
got into a nearby Thailand No.1.  Mr X disappeared for a 

couple of minutes to shower & rid himself of the sticky beer residue & that smell of stale Ale that was thrown over him! 
The food was excellent & service was great, it certainly bridged a gap, while there, the four were entertained 

by a drunk guy outside, his friends were trying to help him out, but he fell over a couple of times, even their dog 
looked fed up as it sat down & waited for them to hoist him up. 

Strangely, this tottering guy, who must have stunk of vomit, could have been suffering from ‘Junior’s 
Syndrome’ which is also known as ‘Refusal of Service’, as Taxis didn’t want to pick him up as a Fare, maybe the fact 
he had honked up a little further along the street?   

The really inebriated had gone by the time the last four left the restaurant, Mother & Lemming went off to 
beddy-byes, while the other two headed out for a night-cap down at the Mad Hatter. 

Sunday Morning, another nice breakfast was enjoyed, then later the pack would meet up in the rear garden, 
enjoying a couple of hours before having to circle up, here the Hash could enjoy walking to the end of the garden & 
admiring the River Derwent, or listening to Milf & Kylie talking about an evening spent drinking in a hot-tub.  When 
asked about if they would stay here again, the majority said that they would. 

Sunday’s Trail saw Alfa Male setting his second Trail in as many days, he looked in a lot finer fettle than the 
morning before!  Anyhow, those who hadn’t already departed to go home early, soon Circled up outside the Hotel, to 
hear the Hare (Solo today) give out his portents of doom account of what the Hash could expect out around Matlock, 
well it wasn’t rocket science to work out that there would be some hills involved at one point, or more! 
 An announcement of Short Cuts pleased the ears (& aching legs) of some of those without ‘Soft lugs’ & who 
were paying attention, it was usual markings & the Trail returned to the Accommodation, allowing Hashers to freshen 
up before walking back to the Red Lion for Lunch. 
 The Trail began at the end of the drive to the Accommodation, where it turned right to head over a footbridge 
spanning the River Derwent to enter Hall Leys Park, a green space with a Bandstand in the centre, a CHK was found 
by this, from which the Keenies were spread out in all directions until “On!” was called as the Trail was picked up on 
the path away from the Pavilion Café in the Park. 

Heading sou-sou-east the Trail would lead on by the small boating lake, complete with mini-motorboats, then 
off away for the kid’s water play area to the Matlock Green Road, as the road took a turn to the left the Pack had to 
cross over the very busy road that was backed up with traffic, TBT OBE (a man in know) said it was due to sewer 
works & that was why there were so many sceptic waste trucks were seen driving around the area. 



The Trail came up to a Footpath that was slightly hidden, but soon Trail was found through the ornate stone 
entrance bastions & up a tarmac rise. Yes, it was the first uphill stretch of the morning, with the tarmac lasting 200 
Yards before reaching a CHK on a hard-capped path on the edge of a green area. 

There were three options, east or west on the level, or northward on the continuing steep rise up!  Yes, 
onwards & upwards it was to come out on to the A632, there the Trail turned to head down hill, halfway along the 
steep drop the Trail crossed over near to a convenience store to take to Hurst Rise for a short way, before the Dust 
branched off on to a footpath running behind the homes.   

A bronze plaque was found on stone near to Hurst Road that was in memory of John Brown, he was born 
here before emigrating to the Americas, where his religious beliefs & struggles led to the First Amendment to the 
United States Constitution, that Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances. 

Back to the Trail, avoiding the litter, overgrown bits & potholes for almost 400 Yards behind the homes, Mrs 
Mallet decided that she had enough, she was directed northward on a short cut-through back up to Hurst Rise, where 
she could turn left & walk back down into Matlock.   

The rest of the Hash carried on, thought it soon became clear the Pack would now split into two, those like 
Milf, Kylie, Tent Packer, Lemming, Mother Wanktlers, Sludge, Max Factor & the Hare who were happy to Run a bit, 
while My Lil’ & Mr X were happy to tag along to following TBT OBE on the Shorter Route.  
 My Lil’ soon got ahead of TBT OBE s the route they 
were on came down through the wood hillside, the going wasn’t 
easy as the footpath was a death-trap like crazy paving that was 
littered with large slabs of stone used to keep feet out of the 
Shiggy, but some of these small flagstones stood a little proud & 
were more of a trip hazard than a help. 

The Short Cut came out over the Bentley Brook, My Lil’ 
was out of sight by the time Mr X & TBT OBE made their way 
on to the Lumsdale Road & out to a CHK where it came up to 
join the Alfreton Road.  There were only two options, up the 
steep hill or down the steep hill?  The Two waited there on the 
CHK, the rest arrived after running almost out to the Bentley 
Brook Brewery & back!  There are a few Breweries around 
these parts, Mr X wanted to try the Ales from the Ayem 
Brewery, all the Ales they produce are Plague related, the 
village actually walled itself in to prevent plague getting out! 
 On again, for the Keenies the Trail head down hill, then 
it would cross the road when they reached double arrows a few 
yards down from the CHK that was being Held by TBT OBE & Mr X.  Looking up the rising drive to Derwent 
Treescapes Mr X could see My Lil’ was up there indicating he was On! Trail, Mr X beckoned for him to come back as 
he indicated that he was on a Short Cut!   

Mr X disappeared out of My Lil’s view, then TBT OBE & Whatevershesays, so My Lil’ turned to walk back 
down as Milf, Lemming, Sludge Mother & Wanktlers led No Eye Deer, Tent Packer, Max Factor & the Hare passed on 
by My Lil’. 
 On his way back down the Short Cut to Matlock Mr X said he was in still in search of some more toothpaste, 
unlike Kylie & Milf he couldn’t squeeze much more out of his tube.  Near the bottom of the hill, on the main road, Mr X 
met up with Canny Cant, who was walking toward him, Canny Cant was confused by chalk markings that some kids 
had drawn on the pavement, they did look like that they could Hash markings but you get to know your own Hash 
signs & so Mr X had Canny Cant do an about-turn! 

My Lil’ almost caught up & he must have been a little disoriented as he called back from the bend in the road 
where the Trail came out from the Park, he was going to 
head up the passageway once again, he was brought back 
around & then steered back to Hall Leys Park, though the 
traffic was now bumper to bumper with more sceptic 
tankers rolling along & it took a while to get over to the 
boating pond entrance. 

Canny Cant said that there was a Marks & 
Spenser’s just out of the opposite end of the Park & Mr X 
could pick up toothpaste there, so off he & My Lil’ went, 
leaving Canny Cant & Whatevershesays to go back to 
base. 

Meanwhile back on the Trail, the Keenies were 
heading up hill again, on footpaths worn in to the fallow 
hillside, it started off at a climb, but as the Trail headed 
from south to southwest, the sharp rise became slightly 
less steep as it passed between the Oak Trees dotted 
about the hillside, it’s not called Matlock Cliff for no reason. 

The Trail would now head up a path that runs 
below Riber Hall Castle, also known as ‘Smedley’s Folly’ 
due to the difficulty in getting water up to the house, that 



built by Industrialist John Smedley in 1862 as his private home, his wife lived there until her death, then it was briefly a 
Boys Boarding School, the architectural historian John Summerson attended the school, & while he enjoyed his time 
at the school, the building's architecture had lesser appeals as he later described the castle as "an object of 
indecipherable bastardy – a true monster".  

The school failed & by World War II it was used to store food.  After the war it became a Zoo, sadly it was 

dogged by cruelty issues & this too closed in 2000 [So, we can’t leave our Lemming there! – Ed] the Lynx that were 
there were released in to the wild in Europe Mountains.  Abandoned for years it’s now been converted in to expensive 
exclusive accommodation units, it’s the standout building on top of the cliff as it has a pink rose hue to the colour of 
the stone.   

Wanktlers ventured up to this former stately edifice, but the Trail would lead westward over more fallow green 
hillside to the Starkholmes Road & over to High Tor, needless to say the word ‘High’ gave you an idea of the views 
the Pack could see from this vantage point! 

A CHK was found by the iron gated entrance to High Tor, this area is linked via a series of footpaths to 
Matlock in the north & Matlock Bath in the south, much to the relief of the Keenies the Trail would take the northern 
route back down in to Matlock Green 

The rest of the Pack made it back to the Accommodation, with the exception of TBT OBE & his Soft lugs, who 
went straight to the Red Lion, so he wasn’t listening to the Hare’s Chalk Talk at the start!  The Hare started a round up 
& found that the RA & Beer Master were missing, then suddenly these two came wandering around the corner, no 
toothpaste in hand but they did stop off at the Tipsy Toad, which is a Belgian Bar to have a ‘Breakfast Bier’ in the 
shape of a Framboise, which is a Raspberry Beer.  

After a quick change of clothes & the Sacred Book fetched, a couple of departing Hashers signed this before 
setting off for the Pub, but it went away for a bit as it was established that we were all together & the group walked 
down to the Pub, with the exception of Milf & Kylie, Tent Packer & Mrs Mallet, & of course the aching Mr X who was 
given a lift by Mother & Lemming, & for the first time in living Hash memory Lemming pointed out he was actually 
driving Mr X! 

The Red Lino brews its own Ales, very nice indeed as the day was turning back into summer by now, so the 
Hash went to sit outside, where they found TBT OBE, the majority managed to sit in the shade under a gazebo. The 
Hash didn’t even have time to plump their cushions [Steady Pebbledash! – Ed] before Tent Packer was flogging his 
wares, since it was noticed that neither Max or Alfa had Hash Shirts on for the Sunday Trail, this was soon rectified!  

Time for lunch & the Hash vacated the gazebo to head inside for the reserved tables.  The Book was brought 
out to be signed, then adjusted with extra venues & Hares as the Friday Trail was added to the Saturday Trail page, 
everyone who signed it had their Numbers advanced by one! 

TBT OBE now received an education of the difference between Scots & Scotch, one being a Race of People 
from the dark chilly top end of the British Isles & the other being an 
alcoholic drink produced in Bonnie Scotland.  Mr X is not sure how 
people can get these wrong, it’s like Americans who call it St Patty’s 
Day, when everyone knows Paddy is the shortened version of Patrick, 
so it’s St Patrick’s Day!  If you still not sure, we will get Father Jack 
Hackett to explain it over a bottle of Irish Whiskey (Which is spelt with 
an e, unlike Scotch Whisky which isn’t)  

TBT OBE would later get on to the subject of punctuation, Mr X 
wasn’t going to get involved, he was just happy to leave TBT OBE with 
the following, there’s a big difference between ‘Helping your uncle jack 
off a horse’ & ‘Helping your uncle, jack, off a horse’! 

As for Lunch, what a roast dinner it was, these were ordered in 
advance & it came as no surprise to discover TBT OBE had forsaken 
his Nut Cutlets [Fnarr! Fnarr! –Ed] & was having Roast Turkey for 
lunch, our resident Faketerian would later explain that he doesn’t like 
the idea of Mammals being killed for meat, but turkeys being hung by their feet & having their heads lopped off 
doesn’t count. 

There was plenty of meat & veggies, an excellent cauliflower cheese also came with the accompanying 
French beans & carrots.  Mr X decided that there was only one thing that didn’t suit his pallet & that was the Devil’s 
Penis on his plate [You wouldn’t want that in your mouth? – Ed] Milf bravely volunteered to take the roast parsnip off 
of his plate, for which she is now mentioned in despatches.  
 There was a discrepancy in the Bill, seems there was one £10 short, going back through the receipts the 
waitress worked out that one card number had only paid for one meal & not the two that were ordered, our ‘Miss 
Marple’ of a waitress studied the card number & on the first one she noticed that Canny Cant’s had been the one that 
was not charge for the two lunches.  This error was soon rectified as Canny Cant paid up, while making the 
stereotypical comments of being a Canny, frugal Scot! 
 The Pack now moved back outside to the garden, where Tent Packer talked of his eating an Ice Cream 
Oyster in the Park the day before, this had Milf & the Girls looking at walking back the short way for an Ice Cream, 
shame that when they got there they found that all of the Ice Cream Oysters [Not now Pebbledash! – Ed] had run out 
the day before. [How many did Tent Packer eat? – Ed] The girls made do with other Iced Dairy Products that were 
available. 
 While most took it easy for the afternoon, Mr X wanted to try a couple of recommended Micro Pubs, he was 
joined by  My Lil’ Wanktlers & TBT OBE.  Now to achieve reaching these they would have to scale the heights up the 
Chesterfield Road to the east of Matlock once again, passing some of the Trail before going beyond it & finally 
reaching Smedley Road East. 



 There was an issue for Mr X as he came around by the Church, panting after clambering the hill he then got a 
fly stuck in the back of his throat.  Arriving at the Newsroom, Mr X was given a glass of water by the Landlord so he 
could clear the pesky bug.   

Mr X then came back to enjoy the good selection of Local Ales, the Beer with a ‘Gorilla in a Space Suit’ on the 
badge was the one the majority went for.  Teebs decided that he would go for the weaker ABV Ale, which would also 
be lacking in flavour, his face dropped as he didn’t like it compared with a taster of the others’ choice of Ales.  The 
landlord poured TBT OBE a fresh half, for no extra charge.  The four now felt duty bound to have another drink! 

The group would highly recommend a visit to this establishment, which was a former Newsagent & is now a 
Micro-Pub, as well as walking the few yards across the junction to the Farmacy, another great little Micro Pub where 
the local Aldwark Frankenstein Porter was one of the best drinks of the weekend.   

There were a couple of other Pubs that were on the list, but they were a couple of streets further up the hill, 
with legs not wanting to head that way, it was down, down the steep street & a quick stop off at the Tipsy Toad for 
some Belgian Relief.  TBT OBE had now gone from sticking with weaker Ales to drinking Scotch.  
 One last evening Beer at the Rabbit for Wanktlers, Mr X, My Lil’ & TBT OBOE, as they sat out on the veranda 
overlooking the Derwent, but this being Sunday it was early closing, except they closed earlier than 22:00 & the 
Barman didn’t even ring a bell or give fair warning that there would be no more service that evening.  Disappointment 
was soon over, with some comfort food ordered from over the road at the local Pizza establishment, something to tide 
them over with an Old Jock at the Hotel until Monday Breakfast.  

At Breakfast Tent Packer & Mr X were slightly puzzled as TBT OBE was adamant that the river we ran by in 
the adjacent park wasn’t the Derwent, he add that you can’t walk from Matlock to Matlock Bath via Halls Ley Park as 
Tent Packer said he may explore later on.  Paxo managed to walk this on Thursday. 

While most were content with their stay, BTB OBOE was going to leave a complaint about the squeaky 
bathroom door in his room.  Mr X & My Lil then headed off to explore Mrs Mallet’s territory of Derby & finish off a 
brilliant weekend – Thanks (Kids) Max Factor & Alfa Male ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Hurrah for Duct-tape! 


